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Squad Digital Ethics@DT - Description and responsibilities

The Digital Ethics Squad deals with the further development, support and implementation of the topic of "digital ethics" in the Deutsche Telekom Group, also with a view to the upcoming AI regulation of the EU. We develop and support governance for digital ethics (strategy, development, framework conditions, processes...) also within the framework of corporate digital responsibility.

Our team is made up of colleagues from Group Compliance, T-Labs, DT Service, L&I Legal Services, Group Privacy, L&I GPRA, L&I Patent & Brand, VTI Tel-IT. The squad also works closely networked and on an ad hoc basis with experts from the GPRA, VTI-SEC, MMS, COM, TD GK, TSI Cloud Strategy, TSI health, Risk Management, GST, Legal Tech areas as well as contacts from the international units.

We analyse the developments in the economy and legislation as well as the current situation in the Group in order to meet the upcoming EU requirements for the use of artificial intelligence (AI). We are working on proposals for a systematic and appropriate implementation of the legal EU requirements in the Deutsche Telekom Group in order to exploit opportunities, build trust and avoid liability. To this end, we are working with VTI to establish a mandatory assessment for all AI applications in the Group.

If you have any questions or suggestions regarding digital ethics, mailto:Digital-Ethics@telekom.de [1]